---- Original Message --From: Mark Kirk
To: Labeau Pierre-Etienne ; benedlkt.martens('sckcen. be
Cc: helmut. Schulz krtn;t-online de andrea.lneauf•mlnes-Darlstech.fr; timwllllamstU39bhr fsnet.co,uk;
klm.wallinvtt.fi ; styimsrsims.bas.b ; ki-sio.kang(Mlaea.org ; Aleiandro.HUERTAftoecd.ora;
wIllv.derooveretZfanc.faov. be
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 3:21 PM
Subject: some commemt" on Tractebel documents

Dear Benedlkt (& others) Please forgive the last blank e-mail you received from me. My clumsy thumbs pressed
"send" prematurely.
Due to a late season hurricane on the east coast of the United States that has stranded
me at home, i have had two uninterrupted days during which i have taken the
opportunity to review some of the documents that have been provided to us by
Tractebel. In specific i have made my way through all documents provided so far in the
categories of:
-

calculations
safety

strategy note

Following instructions from Professor Labeau I am sending you these comments
(attached) in the hope that Tractebel may be informed of them so that the more
Important ones can be addressed during our meetings in late November. Also, I should
note that all of these comments fall Into Professor Labeau's "Category 1," i.e., those
related to the general consistency of Electrabel's justification case.
Before anyone delves into the details of my comments i wish to say that overall I found
the documents provided so far by Tractebel (those i have read) to be of extremely high
quality and thoroughness. Even though I have identified some major technical
comments I am nevertheless optimistic that they can be resolved in a satisfactory
manner.
In the interest of clarity i have adopted a standardized format for my comments, which Is
attached. There is a separate comment file for each document i have read; it is
designated by the 3 digit identification provided as part of the title within the "Electrabel
Deliverables List" spreadsheet you provided previously. Also, with a view
to communicating the relative importance of my various comments, and also what i
hope can happen in response to my comments, i have categorized each comment as
being one of the following five types:
...Editorial
into

I Just

srmethlng that was noticed. Provided for Information.
Additional explanation and/or information Is suggested to clarify/Improve the strength and/or logic of the safety

case.

Tech-Major

A technical comment having limited impact on the safety case.
Address of this comment would Improve the safety case, but Is not viewed as necessary.
A technical comment having significant impact on the safety case.
Address of this comment Is viewed as necessary.

expension

A suggested expansion of the proposed argument that is viewed as augmenting the strength of the safety case.

TechMinor

It is of course the 'Tech-Major" comments that i particularly hope Tractebel will be able
to give some thought to before our meeting at the end of November.
Finally I should note that the two attached pdf files are referenced from within some of
my comments.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Best regards,
Mark
Mark Kirk
Senior
Materials Engineer
Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory
United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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SectInfo Can we get acopy of Royal Decree of 30 November 3011, artils 20 and 24 on ag management?
371.1
N

7.4.1-2 1N/A IN/A INever mind. Iresolved this
question myself.

7.4.1-3

Itshould be noted that 10 CFR
50.61a does not require that the licensee perform aprobabilistic assessment
as isbeing done for Doel. All
that 10 CFR
50.61a requires (should alicensee decide to use itj isthat the
Sekt Tech- values of the reference temperature cakulated as outlined in10 UR 5,6la should be less than certain
50,61a are similar informat to those of 10
CFR
5.3.2 Minor critical values Inthis manner the requirements of 10 CFR
50.61.
Of course there isnothing in10 CFR
50.61a that prohits alicensee from pefofmng aprobabistic analysis.
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